The OSC 2 (On Scene Command and Control) system has been developed for the United States Coast Guard (USCG) under the direction of Headquarters, the Research & Development Center, and the National Strike Force. The prototype system is now being used by the Atlantic Strike Team for PREP government-led area exercise use in an evaluation program. The OSC 2 system manages the Incident Command System (ICS) forms, an underlying data base of spill response resources, and an oil spill model system, complete with a GIS user interface. An underlying geographic database contains vector maps of the land and water masses and raster marine charts. ICS Divisions/Groups and their Locations are mapped onto this geographic view. Resource allocations can be viewed and changes made both through the map view and the ICS forms view. The system keeps a history of all status changes, consistent with ICS methodology. The strengths of the system are its adherence to ICS methodology, its complete underlying database structure, and its versatility in combining the map view and the data base view of the response situation and management.
) in response and spill drill applications over the past decade. The development program included four review meetings during interim stages of the system development. The input of the Atlantic Strike Team and Yorktown participants was essential to these developmental meetings as personnel from these two offices are the users of the delivered prototype system. The first deployment of the OSC 2 system was in the San Diego PREP drill, 15-16 April 1998, and reported in Anderson et al, 1998 . The next implementation is to be at the Long Island MSO in September 9-11, 1998, after the writing of this document.
Results of the Long Island drill will be presented at the poster session during the conference. . All system components communicate over a local 10base-T network. All of the data for the application resides on one laptop and is accessed through the network. The AST system has an LCD projector, an HP Laserjet 6 printer, and a large-format poster printer. The AST system is supplied with hard cases for ease of shipment. The only requirement for setup and operation for the system is physical space, local A/C power and a telephone line for implementation of external communications. Each of the individual computers can operate under battery power for short periods of time, which makes the system resistant to the intermittent power failures common to the spill drill and spill response environment.
1.3
OSC 2 System Software The OSC 2 prototype system operates on a mixed Windows NT (4.0) / Windows 95 software platform. The software is delivered and operated through two executables: one supporting the ICS forms management system, and one supporting the oil spill trajectory and fates program and the interactive GIS system. Either and/or both of these applications can be operated on any of the supporting hardware/operating system packages. The Windows NT target platform is consistent with the USCG Workstation III specification. The Windows 95 platforms were purchased to ensure operating system peripheral device compliance. System security features, implemented in one of the interim versions of OSC 2 , are disabled in the prototype system. The three-computer system is designed for use in a room by a team operating in close proximity. External communication is through reports exported via modem and email to external sites. Internet compliant reports are generated and transmitted to a node for display with the NOAA Hazmat SpillNet application.
2.0
OSC 2 System Functionality Upon initiation of the OSC 2 system, the user logs in and is presented with the ICS "Forms Switchboard." The Forms Switchboard implements software buttons which link to ICS forms input screens. The system keeps two separate views of the incident: the Current view: what is happening now, and the Next view: the developing plan for the next Operational Period.
The Forms Switchboard organizes the user interface, presenting the user with a subset of the forms appropriate for the task at hand through the five tabs on the bottom of the switchboard. Table 1 shows the names of these tabs and the ICS forms linked from each. The Planning Section Chief is typically focused on the Operational Planning Worksheet, which is the first level of organization for the next operational period. The Incident Action Plan tab organizes the reports to be generated to create the IAP. The Situation Display tab prompts for the reports defined for the display defined in the Field Operations Guide (FOG) ICS 420-1 (OIL), July 1995, developed by the STandard Oil Response Management System (STORMS) Task Force, comprised of representatives from USCG, California Department of Fish and Game/Office of Oil Spill Prevention and Response, petroleum industry, oil spill response organizations and local government. Personnel focusing on the check-in and status information of resources assigned to the incident use the forms under the Resource Tracking tab. The Miscellaneous tab has links to forms not often accessed. Each of the software buttons on the forms switchboard links to an input form which is organized after the forms defined in the "Red Book" ICS FORMS for Oil Spill Response, August 1995.
GIS System
The Geographical Information System (GIS) embedded in OSC 2 enables a map-based view of the spill area, plots the output of the oil spill trajectory and fates model, and gives the user tools to define the point and area locations associated with the spill response activity. The GIS view is connected to the underlying resource database.
Queries: List Resources by Kind, Location, Status
Information available during the event can be extracted easily from the underlying resources database through structured queries. The user can request sorted lists of resources ordered by their work group location, their kind (e.g. offshore boom), and status (e.g. available). Thus a summary of resources following the manual "T" card system organization of resources by work group can be implemented, as well as other listings useful in the planning of the next operational period assignments. The implementation of the OSC 2 system database required that defined list of spill resource "kinds" be defined. Any resources brought into the system must be categorized into one of these kinds.
The OSC 2 system implements each of the ICS forms in an input form and a report format. The report format mimics the ICS Forms Catalog (August 1995 "Red Book") forms in layout and organization. The input form has a similar layout, but is presented in a gray and white format to the OSC 2 user. Figure 1 shows the OSC 2 user view during part of the San Diego PREP Figure 1 Example OSC2 User View drill discussed in Section 7. Division F is defined in the GIS map view in the lower South Bay area. In the ICS Resources window on the right, the resources allocated to Division F are listed.
Oil Spill Trajectory Model
The OILMAP97 model is a 32 bit implementation of ASA's OILMAP and WOSM oil spill trajectory and fates. Oil spill trajectory simulation predictions for surface oil movement and shoreline interactions are provided as depicted in Figure 1 , as well as predictions of oil fates (weathering). The user may update surface oil locations through the GIS using spill overflight information. OILMAP97 has additional links to the OSC 2 resource database "current view", allowing inquiry and status changes to be made through the GIS view. OILMAP97 gives the user a complete view of the spill trajectory and spill response effort.
Conclusions
The authors find consensus among the USCG operational team that the OSC 2 system has achieved the goals of the implementation of a combined ICS forms management system, underlying database, integrated GIS system and oil spill trajectory and fates model. The systems first field test was successful, but did not test the capacity of the system to respond to rapidly changing conditions. The Long Island MSO drill in September will give a better test of system capabilities.
Following are the author's view of the major implications of this effort:
• The system organizes the user's view of the ICS forms, optimizing understanding and the management of the forms, • Relevant data are organized, available, and manageable, • Resource reports are available through flexible queries for resources sorted and grouped in diverse ways, • A consistent view of all resources is kept throughout the exercise, • The integration of the GIS with the forms view assists in comprehensive management of spill resources,
The following limitations to the prototype system are noted:
• The implemented system is limited to single resources, • To be successful, adequate personnel and facilities must be addressed to the input of resources at the inception of the drill/spill, • Input of resources requires their categorization into the "kind" categorization set up for the database, • The system has not been proven in the chaotic environment of a real spill incident startup.
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